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TECHNICAL FEATURES



TO LEARN MORE, WATCH THIS VIDEO: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPuvWHanrhg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPuvWHanrhg


CONTROL ELECTRONICS

A very efficient control module has been designed. It controls the brake system around the precession axis, by

reading sensors placed on the machine, capable of monitoring all the boat movements and the flywheel speed and

position.

An Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU) is embedded in the control electronics to have a precise real time knowledge of

the boat’s behavior. In this way roll reduction is maximized under every sea condition. Particular care has been put

on safety: the electronic module acquires several physical parameters of the machine, like temperature and

vibrational status of critical points, warning the operator with specific messages on the operator’s display or directly

acting on the machine.

MODULAR DESIGN

The modular mechanical design enables seamless installation and onboard maintenance. The compact Smartgyro

stabilizers can be assembled directly inside the boat and serviced while onboard, minimizing time spent on

maintenance and negating the need for the whole gyro to be shipped back to the factory. The design creates new

design opportunities for builders and increases the potential for installation in vessels with small access spaces.



COOLING SYSTEM

Smartgyro stabilizers are liquid cooled to dissipate heat generated by the motor and the spinning bearings. The 

same circuit, powered by a small, high efficiency brushless pump, is also used for cooling the motor controller, as 

well as the hydraulic manifold. 

Heat is removed with a heat exchanger and a thermostatic valve, connected to an external sea water pump (driven 

by the control electronics and powered by the boat power supply system).

The braking system is a pressurized, closed loop oleo dynamic system, using hydraulic cylinders and proportional

valve and acting on the precession axis of the gyroscope in a dynamically and controlled way to maximize roll

reduction and efficiency, under every sea condition.

BRAKING SYSTEM



FLYWHEEL BEARINGS AND VACUUM

The Smartgyro stabilizer uses hybrid ceramic ball bearings to minimize friction during flywheel rotation. To increase

overall efficiency, the flywheel rotates in a sealed vacuum, minimizing air drag to increase performance and reduce

heat and power consumption. For easy service onboard, the built-in vacuum pump automatically restores it after

performing maintenance on the sphere. The design of the ball is cooled with glycol and seawater, including the

motor and bearing pack. The closed inner circuit is filled with cooling liquid (glycol), while the outer circuit provides

seawater circulation in the heat exchanger.

DRIVING PERFORMANCE

The Smartgyro automatically locks the gyro’s counteracting forces during high-speed turns to make for smoother

sailing. The Smartgyro also makes less revolutions per minute compared to similar units, which can lead to a

longer bearing life, and there is less time needed for the Smartgyro to spool up for effective stabilization.
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